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Executive Summary

What is this evidence review about?
Despite recommendations made in NICE and SIGN Practice Guidance for the inclusion of behavioural components in child weight management programmes, there is little information on the effectiveness of behavioural techniques and approaches, including which ones to incorporate in programmes. The literature review was commissioned by NHS Health Scotland to review the health behaviour change models and approaches for families, children and young people to support the development and delivery of effective child healthy weight programmes.

Secondly in light of recommendations for programmes to be delivered by appropriately trained professionals, the review aimed to identify the skills and competencies required and resources and training available for effective delivery of the behavioural components. In addition to the evidence review, interviews were undertaken with current providers of Child Weight Management (CWM) programmes within the UK.

The findings will be applied in enhancing the guidance for practitioners involved in the development and delivery of effective child healthy weight programmes and thereby support achievement of the Scottish Government’s HEAT 3 target aimed at monitoring the attendance and completion of approved ‘child healthy weight intervention programmes’.

What does Behavioural Therapy and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy involve?

Behavioural Therapy (BT)
Behavioural therapy (BT) consists of a series of techniques which can be utilised to achieve changes in behaviours relating to diet and exercise. NICE (2006) guidance states that for a child-focused obesity treatment programme to be considered a behavioural intervention, it must incorporate the following aspects: self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving. Self monitoring is used to first observe, record and monitor existing behaviours and assists in recognising the factors that influence specific behaviours. Stimulus control can then be used which involves limiting exposure to the triggering factors of such behaviours. Another characteristic technique is that of behaviour contracts where individuals set themselves goals. This process assists with recognising and reinforcing desirable behaviours.
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) incorporates many aspects of BT but its primary focus is on addressing faulty cognitive processes and beliefs which perpetuate the problem in question (in this case obesity). It therefore aims to encourage individuals to identify, evaluate and then restructure their faulty reasoning using strategies including cognitive restructuring, self-instructional training and problem solving (Herrera et al. 2004). Patients learn to reduce their focus on weight loss and food with the help of discussions about self-esteem, body image and ways of coping with societal pressures to lose weight.

Which behavioural techniques are effective?

Behavioural Therapy

BT techniques in effective CWM programmes are included as a ‘package’: self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving. Programme providers also indicated that a range of BT techniques were used and considered it important in order to select appropriate techniques that could be matched to individual needs. Interview findings indicated that practitioners considered effective techniques to be monitoring and stimulus control. They also relied greatly on goal-setting as a BT technique but had discovered that families found it challenging to set effective (SMART) goals.

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

Too few studies utilising CBT in children, and the lack of description and evaluation of specific CBT techniques, prevents conclusions on its effectiveness being drawn. CBT techniques adequately described in the few successful studies were: monitoring of negative thoughts, cognitive restructuring, problem solving and self-reinforcement. Almost half of practitioners interviewed stated they included CBT aspects in their programmes such as tools for cognitive restructuring and felt that these were integral to programme delivery, however they considered that more use should be made of these in the future. It was noted that the majority of programmes delivering CBT aspects did so via experienced or trained staff.

At what age is behavioural therapy effective?

Younger children (8-12 years)

For this age group it is more effective to teach behavioural techniques to parents through parental management skills. Effective techniques include: monitoring child’s intake and activity, identifying child’s problem behaviours, goal-setting, rewarding appropriate behaviours, praise, role modelling, positive social reinforcement, strategies to cope with resistance and contracting. However it was identified that parents required to be taught goal-setting and self-monitoring skills.

Very few studies that utilised CBT techniques in younger children exist.

Adolescents (over 12 years)

Whilst programmes focused on encouraging autonomy in the adolescent, it is clear that adolescents benefited from structured support from a trained professional rather than one which uses a self-help format. Tentative results
suggest that coping skills training for adolescents was beneficial. Additionally
adolescents benefited from parental involvement in programmes however it is
unclear as to what level of involvement is more effective.

The parental behavioural components incorporated into successful adolescent
focused programmes are similar to those utilised with younger children: coping
skills training, emphasizing importance of parents as role models, stimulus control
and reward that promoted improvements in health.
It was shown that targeting adolescents with CBT was effective in the short-term
but the lack of evaluation makes it unclear which components were responsible
for the impact.

The role of parents in behavioural programmes

The evidence is unclear regarding whether children/adolescents should be seen
together or separately in programme sessions. Nevertheless Parental
involvement appeared to be key for all ages and the evidence indicated that
teaching parents problem-solving skills appeared beneficial.

Interview findings showed programmes utilised a mixture of approaches for
different reasons. For exercise sessions some felt that separate sessions for
parents and children should be offered because it was perceived that the child felt
better able on his/her own and therefore it was more enjoyable. On the other
hand practitioners felt that when parents and child exercised together, the parent
was perceived as a role model. Therefore from the evidence review and
interviews a flexible approach is needed in terms of parental involvement. It is
highly likely that the level of parental involvement will vary with age and
developmental stage as well as with the personality of the child.

The role of parenting programmes
There was some evidence showing the potential for including general parenting
skills e.g. child management skills in CWM programmes. However it is currently
unclear whether it is beneficial to teach general parenting skills (i.e. becoming
more authoritative parents) that can be generalised to other areas of parenting or
whether it is more effective to teach parenting skills tailored to specific lifestyle
factors of diet and physical activity.

Group versus one-to-one sessions?
No studies have compared group-based sessions to individual counselling
sessions. However the interview findings indicated that in practice both
approaches were used. It was felt the advantage of groups was that it provided
support from participants who were experiencing similar situations together.
However the advantage of one-to-one sessions was that it provided another layer
of individualised support which was particularly helpful in addressing more
complex issues.

Settings
It is possible to deliver behavioural interventions across a range of settings and
therefore the recent growth in community-based interventions should allow for
improved access to a wider target group than the existing in-patient and out-patient hospital or university–based programmes.

Skills and qualities of staff
The interviews highlighted a common list of essential core skills and personal qualities for those delivering CWM programmes that practitioners felt were innate and could not be developed through training. These included communication skills and ability to engage or empathise with the families and children.

Essential interpersonal skills and qualities for those delivering CWM programmes
- Communication skills
- Empathy
- Able to establish a rapport
- Friendly, able to engage
- Able to work with people
- Charismatic
- Non-judgemental
- Have a non-pathological view of obesity
- Enthusiasm for the field of obesity and obesity management

Type of staff
The involvement of lay people in the delivery of CWM programmes was supported and it was felt that lay-people were easier to train than professionals because it meant potentially changing existing work practices for professionals. However due to the complexity of obesity and dealing with often complex cases, it was felt that in such circumstances trained professionals with counselling or therapy experience should be involved. The evidence from the literature also showed that BT and CBT components were often delivered by appropriately trained and motivated staff.

Training needs
The interviews suggested that other areas related to effective CWM delivery could be addressed through training and with the aid of appropriate resources.

Training recommended for those delivering CWM programmes
- Knowledge about obesity management;
- Experience of working with families and with groups was helpful but could be developed through training;
- Training in behaviour change models and processes so that potential for behaviour change is maximised;
- Training in BT and CBT techniques
- Ability to be flexible in programme delivery (content.) in order to meet individual needs;
- Identifying the appropriate pace of delivery so that sufficient time is given to embed new behaviours before introducing further change.
- Trained professionals with counselling or therapy experience should be involved in dealing with complex cases.
**Issues for delivery of effective programmes**

**a) Appropriately trained staff**

There appears to be a skills gap in people who can deliver behavioural programmes which may account for the slow progress in addressing the prevalent nature of childhood obesity. The interviews indicated that health professionals often were not very well equipped or lacked basic skills in addressing behaviour change including the social and emotional skills required to engage with families in this sensitive area.

A major issue is therefore around development of a skilled workforce for delivery of CWM programmes. It is apparent that training is key and particularly so for engaging with the families and then identifying and using appropriate behavioural approaches. The interview findings highlighted that staff training and support was offered by all programmes, however the length, content and resources used were varied. There appears to be a lack of knowledge about the best people to deliver CWM services and the best training packages including resources available. One particular issue is if more lay people are going to be delivering CWM programmes, it is important to identify the best training and support which includes development of good interpersonal skills and setting clear boundaries for safe practice. It is also key that in order to develop and retain an appropriately trained workforce then training, on-going support and continued professional development are considered.

**b) A range of programmes is required**

It is clear from the wider evidence-base that a variety of programmes are needed to address childhood obesity and both practitioners and researchers agree that “one size will not fit all” and due to the different needs based on the level of obesity, complexity of circumstances, disadvantage, ethnicity and behavioural and learning disabilities, to choose one programme does not make sense. The interview findings suggested that planners/commissioners of CWM services want to deliver one service whereas a range of options is required if we are to be successful in addressing childhood obesity.

One example suggested by practitioners is a tiered approach. For more obese and/or those with more complex needs, a more intense programme run by more highly trained staff with counselling and therapy experience is offered, for less obese cases to offer a “brief intervention” style programme which maybe run largely by lay community workers. Although this model has potential it still requires skilled people to make a judgement about the appropriate level of intervention in the first place.
Weight regain
The review indicated that most programmes showed effectiveness in child weight outcomes in the short-term. However, weight was often regained over the follow-up period. One of the barriers to effectiveness of behaviour change components highlighted in the interviews was the issue of relapse of behaviour resulting in regain of weight. To address this there appeared a tendency to move towards development and delivery of short courses to supplement the initial programmes. Furthermore practitioners felt there was a need to modify perceptions and view childhood obesity as a long-term condition. However to deal with relapse it was felt important it was identified and addressed as soon as it occurred.

Quality Assurance
The interviews indicated that to maintain positive outcomes staff must ensure attendance and adherence to the programme and this was found to be key as studies have shown that when this reduces, weight is regained in the child. However from a delivery aspect, the practitioners felt that the behavioural techniques included in the programmes were known to work however it was recognised that the quality of delivery was variable and in addition to offering appropriate training and support for staff, quality assurance processes were also required to ensure that the components were delivered as intended.

Recommendations for further research
A number of recommendations to improve the quality of evidence can be made:

- Standardised definitions of BT and CBT components amongst programme developers would help in evaluation of effectiveness of behavioural components and approaches;
- Authors of studies should provide better clarity and description of BT and CBT components incorporated in programmes.
- Evaluation of specific BT and CBT components including use of psychological health measures to assess impact on dietary restraint, self-esteem and body image should be incorporated in study designs.
- Studies with up to 2 years follow-up would help in the evaluation of long-term effectiveness.
- Researchers should include weight maintenance as an outcome measure during interventions thereby allowing the child to “grow into their weight”
- Evaluation of who the best people are to deliver behavioural CWM programmes and what are the best training packages available?
- With the potential increase in involvement of lay people in delivery of CWM programmes the role of lay people requires evaluation and identification of best practice for their training and support.
- As there is a need for a range of behavioural programmes there is a requirement to develop, implement and evaluate models for effective service delivery options to address childhood obesity across the age groups, levels of complexity, disadvantage and ethnicity.
- Due to the relapse issues highlighted the efficacy of providing short-courses at opportune times requires evaluation.
- Effective strategies to engage parents and maintenance of their on-going and motivation require exploration
How was this evidence briefing produced?
This evidence briefing was developed by a team from the Centre for Food, Health and Nutrition, Leeds Metropolitan University. It summarises the results of a literature review on effective behavioural components in CWM programmes drawn from seventy-four papers consisting of twelve reviews, seven qualitative studies and fifty-five interventions. In addition it reports on findings from the interviews undertaken with seven providers of CWM programmes, six of which are currently delivered within the UK. The detailed findings from the review and interviews, methods including search strategy, review methods, and the list of studies included in the review can be found in the main report.
1 Introduction

The literature review has been commissioned by NHS Health Scotland to review the health behaviour change models and approaches for families, children and young people to support the development and delivery of effective child healthy weight programmes. Despite the consistent recommendations from NICE and SIGN for the inclusion of behavioural components in child healthy weight programmes, there is little information on effectiveness of specific techniques and which to incorporate. The aim was therefore to provide information on which specific behavioural treatment components, behaviour change models and approaches should underpin clinical guidelines and childhood obesity treatment programmes.

Secondly, in light of recommendations for programmes to be delivered by appropriately trained professionals, the review aimed to identify the skills and competencies required and resources and training available for effective delivery of the behavioural components.

The outcomes of the literature review will be applied in enhancing the guidance for practitioners involved in the development and delivery of effective child healthy weight programmes; and thereby support achievement of the Scottish Government’s HEAT 3 target aimed at monitoring the attendance and completion of approved ‘child healthy weight intervention programmes’.

The report includes the background, aims, and objectives, sets out the scope of the review, presents a brief description of the methods and main findings. The methods and stakeholder views are then presented followed by a discussion of the implications for applying the evidence in practice and further research recommendations.

1.1 Background

The increasing levels of childhood overweight and obesity in Scotland reflects a similar picture to that of across the UK and at international level (Lobstein 2004, Wang and Lobstein 2006). Using the International Obesity Taskforce (IOTF) standard definition of paediatric overweight and obesity, the worldwide prevalence of overweight (including obesity) in children and young people aged 5-17 years is approximately 10%, with that of obesity alone being 2-3%.

Consequently, WHO has classified childhood obesity as a serious public health issue (WHO 2000). Due to the associated physical and psychosocial co-morbidities (Freedman et al. 1999; Reilly et al. 2003) that often track into adulthood (Parsons et al. 1999; Singh et al. 2008), addressing childhood obesity is a priority issue for the Scottish Government as outlined in the Better Health, Better Care Action Plan (Scottish Government 2007).

In December 2007 a new HEAT target (H 3) was set to monitor the attendance and completion of the Scottish Government’s approved ‘child healthy weight intervention programmes’. Child Healthy Weight Programmes Development Guidance was published in April 2008 which included recommendations on which
components should constitute an 'approved healthy weight intervention programme'.

This was based on guidance from NICE (2006) and SIGN 69 (2003) and recommends that interventions should comprise of multi-component approaches including diet and physical activity underpinned by behaviour change strategies and techniques (stimulus control, self monitoring, goal-setting, rewards for reaching goals, problem solving, coping strategies) as appropriate to the child.

Although not strictly defined as behavioural techniques, giving praise and encouraging parents to role-model desired behaviours are also recommended. It is also recommended that behavioural programmes must be family-based in order to maximise the potential of embedding the new behaviours that would lead to a greater chance of sustained behaviour change. The updated guidance from SIGN 150 (2010) has not added significantly to these original recommendations.

Furthermore, NICE guidance (2006) also recommends services should be delivered by healthcare professionals who possess relevant competencies and have received specific training. However, it is unclear whether health professionals working in the area have the necessary knowledge and skills to be able to deliver obesity treatment interventions including the behavioural components effectively; whether they are able to assess needs and deliver programmes in a flexible manner; whether they have specific training needs and which tools and resources including training opportunities currently exist.

Despite the consistent recommendations to include behavioural approaches in childhood obesity programmes there is currently no evidence of which components of behavioural treatment are most effective in the management of childhood and adolescent obesity. Specifically it is not known which behaviour change models, strategies, techniques and approaches are effective.

1.2 Purpose and Objectives – What is the aim of the review?

The purpose of the study was to conduct a literature review to identify effective behavioural treatment components in child and adolescent obesity management programmes. The results of the review aim to:

- provide information on which specific behavioural treatment components, behaviour change models and approaches should underpin clinical guidelines and childhood obesity treatment programmes;
- through stakeholder interviews identify the behavioural components employed by those who are currently involved in the delivery of child weight management (CWM) programmes; explore the skills and competencies required and identify available resources and training that may facilitate effective delivery.

2 Methodology for literature review

2.1 Focus of the review
The review has provided an update of the NICE guidance (2006), ‘Obesity: the prevention, identification, assessment and management of overweight and obesity in adults and children’ which focused on the evidence for effectiveness of lifestyle interventions such as dietary change, physical activity, behaviour therapy, or some combination of these components (NICE guidance (2006), Appendix 13 1.4.1 – 1.4.3).

This review has specifically focused on updating the evidence related to the effectiveness of behaviour therapy (including behaviour change models, approaches and strategies) used as part of behavioural treatment that includes varying degrees of parental involvement in childhood and adolescent obesity treatment programmes (NICE guidance (2006) Appendix 13 1.4.4 – 1.4.8).

In this review the inclusion criteria were extended from those used to develop the NICE (2006) guidance to:

- include studies undertaken in all settings as studies based only in clinical settings were included in the NICE guidance;
- cover theoretical, descriptive and empirical studies of a type not normally reviewed for NICE guidance.

It was important that evidence from different sources was selected and reviewed in a systematic way so that the results can be used to inform practice, but it was not possible to undertake a full systematic review process in the time available. The review needed to synthesise evidence and be directly relevant for practitioners, service planners/commissioners and strategic leads.

Behavioural therapy was defined as therapy aimed at changing thinking patterns and actions, especially in relation to dietary intake and eating, physical activity and sedentary behaviours, and the family’s food and physical environment (Oude-Luttikhuis et al. 2009). If interventions that did not specifically include a behavioural program were classified as a dietary or physical activity intervention they were excluded from the review.

Terms that do not, in themselves, denote behavioural treatment are:
- motivational interviewing
- counselling
- learning
- psychological
- psychotherapy
- problem solving
- cognitive

2.2 Inclusion Criteria

2.2.1 Types of study
- Randomized randomised controlled trials (RCT’s)
- Controlled clinical trials
• Controlled before-and-after studies
• Theoretical, descriptive and empirical studies related to treatment of childhood obesity
• Only studies with a minimum duration of 6 months or above (including follow-up) and published after 1985 to present were included

2.2.2 Population group
Overweight and obese children and adolescents,
• Children aged 5 -18 years of age
• Parents as the advocate of change
• The whole family

2.2.3 Settings
• Studies and literature based in developed countries
• All settings will were to be included. Interventions could be community, school or clinic-based.

2.2.4 Delivery
There was no restriction on who delivered the interventions. These may have included researchers, primary health physicians, nutrition/diet professionals, teachers, physical activity professionals, health promotion agencies, health departments, specialist doctors or lay personnel.

2.2.5 Types of outcome measures to be assessed
To be included, studies had to report one or more of the following primary outcomes, presenting a baseline and a post-intervention measurement.

Table 1 Types of outcome measures to be assessed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary outcomes</th>
<th>Secondary outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body weight in kg</td>
<td>Dietary intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height in cm</td>
<td>Exercise, physical activity, sedentary behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (BMI) in kg/m²</td>
<td>Participant satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percentage overweight and/or obese</td>
<td>Quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percentage weight-loss</td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percentage of ideal body weight</td>
<td>Health status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI z score</td>
<td>Economic outcomes potentially relating to weight loss or maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI sd score</td>
<td>Use of health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference</td>
<td>Use of social services (e.g. voluntary or local authority services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of drop-outs at each time period, compliance and adverse events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition forBehavioural Treatment
For the purposes of the review the definition for behavioural treatment was the working definition as developed by NICE (2006) for the obesity guidelines (see Appendix 1. for full definition). In summary a treatment is behavioural if it:

- uses the terms behavioural treatment, cognitive behavioural treatment, behaviour therapy or CBT; mentions learning theory;
- refers to the use of the common components of behavioural treatment (self-monitoring, goal-setting, stimulus control).

2.3 Review Methods - How was the review done?

This section briefly describes the approach adopted and the review methods applied. The review process involved a series of stages from searching to review (see Box 1). A hierarchy of evidence was used to make sure that the strongest and most relevant evidence was reviewed. This meant that systematic reviews, reviews of published evidence individual interventions and qualitative studies along with key conceptual papers were included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1 Stages of the review process (see Appendix 2 for details)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Search strategy developed. This involved identifying key terms, inclusion and exclusion criteria and agreeing relevant databases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Searches conducted using major databases, including: MEDLINE, CINAHL, ASSIA, PsycLIT, The Cochrane Library and relevant websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Screening to identify the most relevant papers based on a hierarchy of evidence and relevance to the management of childhood obesity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Development of data extraction forms and framework for synthesis of results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Review of reviews, intervention studies and qualitative papers. Information extracted on key fields using a common data extraction framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Synthesis of findings in relation to behavioural components used within effective CWM programmes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Review of draft report and evidence based statements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The keyword searches yielded 133 potential articles (see Figure 1. for results of search strategy).

Figure 1 Summary of Search Strategy
133 papers from search strategy
95 papers added by hand from reviews

93 duplicates removed

135 papers left

Initial screening (reading abstracts): 52 irrelevant papers removed after applying initial screening criteria. (A)

83 papers left – full article retrieved:
12 reviews
7 qualitative studies
59 interventions (64 papers)

Removal of 9 irrelevant articles (see Appendix 3. Table 1)

74 papers consisting of:
12 reviews
7 qualitative studies
50 interventions to review (55 papers)

(A) 52 papers were eliminated based on disqualifying information contained in the title and abstract (i.e. studies with adult-only samples, studies conducted with preschool children and studies that explicitly targeted obesity prevention rather than weight loss, studies that misinterpreted behavioural modification or did not describe behavioural components adequately, papers that could not be obtained in English, studies yet to be evaluated).

Papers were divided into groups: interventions, qualitative studies and review articles before data extraction occurred. To make sure that the review process was as rigorous as possible, a data extraction framework was developed and findings from each selected publication were summarised using the data extraction framework. Details of the data extraction framework are available in Appendix 3. These results were then written up for this evidence review.
The review was undertaken by 2 researchers. One of the researchers led the literature review process and the other led on the stakeholder interviews. The review process was guided by an Expert Panel of researchers with expertise in childhood obesity, behaviour change and conducting evidence reviews. A final stage involved the draft report being sent for review by the Project Steering Group at NHS Health Scotland and the Expert Panel.

2.4 Quality of the evidence

The evidence review was able to bring together a good number of review articles, interventions and qualitative studies. This has enabled some evidence-based statements about the impact of behavioural components and approaches to be produced. Furthermore, the stakeholder interviews have contributed some additional insights into the competencies, skills and training required by practitioners for effective delivery.

Despite the number of studies and reviews available, the following limitations with the review process influenced the quality of evidence-based guidance able to be produced.

The 50 intervention studies (55 papers) included interventions with a variety of components; the majority included some form of nutrition, exercise and behavioural programme and utilising a randomised control trial (RCT) design.

However the differences in intervention components and methodological aspects between the interventions made comparisons of behavioural components and approaches difficult; for many studies the behavioural components were poorly described with limited information included. There was little information about quality assurance measures and factors such as component or programme fidelity i.e. unknown whether programme components were delivered as intended and by whom and in some studies it was noted that the behavioural components were sometimes misused or misapplied; and importantly the behavioural components were not evaluated within the studies and therefore their specific impact was not clear. These differences are discussed briefly below.

Length of the intervention varied: the majority of programmes lasted between 10 and 16 weeks but some conducted treatment sessions over longer periods. For instance Epstein et al. 1987; 1990 offered 14 sessions over 8 months; Israel et al. (1990), the intervention was delivered over a period 26 weeks.

Follow-up period

The majority of studies did not have longer-term follow-ups. The exceptions were studies by Epstein and colleagues (Epstein et al. 1987; 1990) with five and ten year follow-ups and Braet and colleagues (Braet et al. 1997; 2000) who followed participants four and six years post-intervention.

The target of programmes also varied: some studies targeted the behavioural programme to the child with parents being required to attend with their child for sessions. Others used the behavioural component to target parents, training them in child management skills specifically to support their child to lose weight. Some targeted both the parent and the child either together or separately. The parents
in these interventions were either taught behavioural skills to help support their child or they were themselves targeted for their own weight loss.

**Age of child**

Studies also varied considerably with regard to age range of children that programmes were aimed at. Many used age 12 as a cut off, making classification of studies for this review easier and allowing discussion of studies for children under 12 and those over 12 years. However, many targeted a very wide age range such as 6-18 years (Herrera et al. 2004); 3-18 years (Tanas et al. 2007), 7-17 years (Southern et al. 2000), 6-16 years (Reinehr et al. 2003; 2009).

**Socio-demographic details**

As reported by Berry et al. (2004), this review found that socio-demographic details were often not reported in studies, if they were, studies predominantly included Caucasian and middle to upper class participants thereby limiting how findings could be applied to other groups.

**Description of behavioural components and approaches**

An additional problem highlighted in this review was the lack of detail included in papers about the specific behavioural components utilised. The majority of studies reviewed focused primarily on the effect of the treatment programme on weight loss and did not evaluate the process of behaviour change.

It was unclear in the majority of studies whether participants complied with the treatment protocol and no evaluation was made of which components of the behavioural programme were most effective in promoting behaviour change. As Tsiros et al. (2008) in their review noted, some studies tended to use an active intervention for comparison rather than a placebo or control group (e.g. Duffy & Spence. 1993; Warschburger et al. 2001) whereas others compared their behavioural programme to a programme emphasising a specific component of the intervention. For example Graves et al. (1988) and Epstein et al. (2000) both compared a behavioural intervention to one emphasising the aspect of problem solving.

This comparison to programmes other than placebos or controls makes it challenging to understand whether treatment outcomes are simply due to the presence of any sort of intervention and it is unclear whether including behavioural techniques in programmes is effective or beneficial. Another problem was that whilst some more well-described and established child behavioural treatment programmes were utilised (e.g. Cues Activity (exercise), food Intake and Rewards (CAIR) Israel et al. 1984; the Traffic Light Diet, Epstein et al. 2000), few studies utilised the same treatment programme, thereby making comparison difficult.

Furthermore, Epstein et al. (1998) stated that interventions claiming to have a behavioural component often misuse the techniques stated and/or misapply the behavioural principles. Indeed, several studies extracted during the initial search were subsequently discarded after the full paper had been retrieved due to misinterpretation of what a behavioural intervention constituted and only three
RCT’s were found that convincingly described CBT (Braet et al. 2000; Duffy et al. 1993; Mellin et al. 1987).

In summary therefore, due to the above limitations in the literature, the effectiveness of interventions cannot be attributed to specific behavioural components and approaches. However evidence-based statements can be made based upon which behavioural components and approaches were included in effective CWM programmes. Additionally we have tried to counter the limitations by including stakeholder interviews with current programme providers. The issues about translating this evidence into practice and recommendations for research are discussed further in the final section of this report.

3 Results of quantitative intervention studies

3.1 Behavioural Techniques – Behavioural Therapy and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

The behavioural interventions reviewed fell into two categories; those utilising behavioural therapy (BT) techniques and those utilising cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) techniques. See Box 2 and Box 3 for definitions of the techniques upon which will discussion of the results will be based.

BOX 2 Definition of Behavioural Therapy (BT)

Behavioural therapy (BT) consists of a series of techniques which can be utilised to achieve changes in behaviours relating to diet and exercise. NICE (2006) guidelines state that for a child-focused obesity treatment programme to be considered a behavioural intervention, it must incorporate the following aspects: **self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving**. Self monitoring is used to observe, record and monitor existing behaviours and assists in recognising the factors that influence specific behaviours. Stimulus control can then be used which involves limiting exposure to the triggering factors of such behaviours. Another characteristic technique is that of **behaviour contracts** where individuals set themselves goals. This process assists with recognising and reinforcing desirable behaviours.

BOX 3 Definition of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) incorporates many aspects of BT but its primary focus is on **addressing faulty cognitive processes and beliefs** which perpetuate the problem in question (in this case obesity). It therefore aims to encourage individuals to identify, evaluate and then restructure their faulty reasoning using strategies including **cognitive restructuring, self-instructional training and problem solving** (Herrera et al. 2004). Patients learn to reduce their focus on weight loss and food with the help of discussions about self-esteem, body image and ways of coping with societal pressures to lose weight.
3.2 Behavioural therapy

The effective CWM interventions included various combinations of the following techniques as a ‘package’: self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving. In most studies the effectiveness of specific components was not evaluated and therefore it is difficult to specify which components have an impact on effectiveness.

3.2.1 Which Behavioural therapy techniques are effective?

a. Problem solving

It was shown that when problem solving strategies were taught to parents of younger children, there were significantly better weight outcomes for the children (Graves et al. 1988). However, when problem solving was compared to a standard family-based intervention where parents and children were seen together or where children were seen alone, no improvements in weight outcomes were seen (Epstein et al. 2000). Therefore teaching parents problem-solving skills on their own i.e. without the presence of children may be beneficial in supporting younger children with their weight loss efforts.

b. Stimulus control and positive reinforcement

In a family-based intervention aimed at 8-12 year olds (Epstein et al. 2004) – where parents were taught stimulus control techniques to aid sedentary behaviour, change such as unplugging televisions and signposting the sedentary limit, compared to parents taught reinforcement skills aimed at motivating their children to be more active - both groups showed significant decreases in sedentary behaviour and increases in physical activity. A similar study conducted by the same group (Epstein et al. 2005) investigated whether reinforcing children for healthy eating could motivate them to change their eating behaviours compared with standard behavioural treatment. Results showed significant weight-loss in both groups which was maintained at 24 months but no additional effects were seen for the reinforcement group over the standard programme. In conclusion parents utilising positive reinforcement with 8-12 year old children to increase physical activity and utilising stimulus control to decrease sedentary activity have both been shown to be effective (Epstein et al. 2004). Whether this same strategy works with eating behaviours is less certain (Epstein et al. 2005).

c. Coping skills training

Only one study (Grey et al. 2004) evaluated the effectiveness of incorporating coping skills training into an obesity treatment programme for adolescents. It was a small pilot study and therefore caution is needed when drawing conclusions. Results at 12 months indicated that adolescents in the coping skills training group had improved their food choices, increased their dietary knowledge and had lower glucose and insulin levels. Whilst showing potential, further research is required to investigate the role of coping skills training.

Key Points

- Successful BT programmes have utilised the following strategies as a ‘package’: self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving.
A lack of evaluation of specific BT components makes it difficult to conclude which are the most effective techniques, however there is evidence of effectiveness for the following techniques:

- Teaching parents problem-solving skills appears beneficial to their child’s weight loss efforts
- Stimulus control and positive reinforcement have shown to be effective for influencing sedentary and physical activity behaviours however the role of reinforcement for healthy eating behaviours is unproven.
- Tentative results suggest coping skills training to adolescents is beneficial.

3.2.2 At what age is behavioural therapy effective?

a) For younger obese children (under 12)

Very few studies targeted the younger child for behavioural treatment without also targeting the parent. Indeed, programmes that taught young children (8-11 years) self management and other behavioural skills observed no significant effects of doing so when compared to the standard programme of education that targeted both the child and parent together (Israel et al. 1994; Epstein et al. 1986).

i) The role of parents in interventions targeting obese children under 12 years

It was found that parents were the target of behavioural therapy techniques particularly in interventions aimed at younger children. Although not defined as behavioural techniques in the psychology literature, NICE (2006) recommend that parents should be encouraged to offer praise and role model desired behaviours in order to support their child’s weight loss efforts.

Most studies aimed at children under 12 years used the behavioural components to focus on the parents, teaching them parental management skills. In successful programmes, parental behavioural techniques included; monitoring of the child’s intake and activity, rewarding appropriate behaviours, praise, role modelling positive behaviours, positive social reinforcement, identifying the child’s problem behaviours and goal-setting to implement a strategy to overcome these, strategies to cope with resistance, and contracting where parents first identified the child’s ‘reinforcers’ of a behaviour, i.e. those that promoted adherence and then promoted in the home environment.

Appendix 4: Table A shows an example of the parents programme in one such intervention, in which parents and children under 12 years were seen separately for 15 sessions of 90 minutes. The first 10 sessions were held weekly, the next five sessions were held every two weeks for three months (Kalavainen et al. 2007).

The studies that targeted parents’ behavioural components reported positive findings in post-programme which were often maintained in the short-term at one
year follow-up (Golan et al. 1998; Golley et al. 2007; Kalavainen et al. 2007; Israel et al. 1985). Although studies generally did not have longer-term follow-up periods, Epstein and colleagues have shown that targeting parents for behaviour change had positive outcomes on their child’s weight loss at five and ten years (Epstein et al. 1987;1990).

Key Points

- Programmes that taught young children (8-12 years) self management and other behavioural skills observed no significant effects
- Most studies aimed at the under 12’s used behavioural components to focus on parents – teaching them parental management skills.
- Successful programmes targeting parents have utilised the following strategies: monitoring of their child’s intake and activity, identifying their child’s problem behaviours, goal-setting, rewarding appropriate behaviours, praise, role modelling, positive social reinforcement, strategies to cope with resistance and contracting

ii) The role of the family in interventions targeting obese children under 12 years

Other interventions were family-based, targeting the behavioural component of the intervention at both parent and child. The results are inconsistent as to whether a more family-based approach is effective. For instance in an RCT family-based programme run through GP’s surgeries, McCallum et al. (2007) found no beneficial effect on adiposity, either when compared to baseline or between groups at nine months follow-up, comparing family-based solution-based counselling with the control group. Hughes et al. (2008) also found no significant differences on BMI z-score between baseline and six or twelve months for the intervention group (family seen together). However, other studies have reported more favourable outcomes (Epstein et al. 1985b; Flodmark et al. 1993; Kalarchian et al. 2009).

Considering these results it appears that family-based interventions involving the parent and younger child together give more inconclusive results than when the behavioural component of the intervention targets the parent separately and teaches them child management skills. The difference appears to be in the focus on the role of the parent in the intervention. For instance, in an RCT study, Golan et al. (2006) compared the efficacy of a family-based intervention in which the parents served as exclusive agents of change. Parent-only groups were compared to groups where parents and their 6-11 year old children were seen together. Results showed that a significant reduction in percentage overweight by post-programme and at one year follow-up was observed for children in the parent-only group. Furthermore, in all the successful parent-focused interventions (Golan et al.1998; Golley et al. 2007; Kalavainen et al. 2007; Israel et al. 1985; Epstein et al. 1987; 1990) parents and children were seen separately.

iii) The role of teaching parenting skills in interventions targeting obese children under 12 years

Whilst it appears that teaching parents child management skills is beneficial to their child’s weight loss, there is inconclusive evidence as to whether it is general
parenting skills per se that are the key component or parenting skills adapted and applied to lifestyle choices such as diet and physical activity.

Israel et al. (1985) compared a standard family-based behavioural intervention where parents and children were seen separately to one where parents received additional child management training. Results showed that parents and children in both groups lost weight during the eight-week programme compared to control families who increased weight. However it was only in the parent-child management training group that children showed maintenance of weight loss at one year follow-up.

Furthermore parents in this group showed increased knowledge of child management skills, however which specific child management practices had changed was not evaluated. Golley et al. (2007) compared whether teaching parents parenting skills only (using the Triple P Parenting Program) (Saunders 2008) was more beneficial to their child’s weight loss than when parents were taught parenting skills plus intensive lifestyle education. Results at 12 months follow-up showed weight loss in children in both parenting groups compared to the control, however a slight advantage was observed of being in the parenting plus lifestyle group. In addition a significant gender effect with boys showing greater reduction in BMI and waist-circumference compared to girls was observed.

The inconclusive results from these studies indicate that more research is required to understand whether the role of parenting skills per se is beneficial compared to interventions focused solely on improving dietary and physical activity behaviours.

In conclusion, targeting parents for behavioural skills training, giving them child management skills and coping strategies to help support their child with weight loss is beneficial to the younger child’s weight loss in the short-term, and some evidence suggests effectiveness in the longer-term. It also appears more beneficial to target the parent and the child separately. What hinders this conclusion is the lack of explanation given in papers of the behavioural components. This makes it difficult to conclude which aspects of parental influence were modified in the programmes in order to produce the desired weight loss, and additionally, which intervention components were important for modifying these parental behaviours.
Key Points

- For younger children (under 12) there is evidence to suggest that parents should be targeted for child management skills.

- There is some evidence to suggest that child management skills’ training is more beneficial when the parent is taught in groups separately from their child.

- Further evidence is required to understand whether it is more beneficial to teach parents child management skills specifically tailored to lifestyle factors of diet and physical activity or whether simply teaching them general parenting skills (i.e. becoming more authoritative parents) is sufficient to positively affect their child’s weight loss efforts.

- More research is required to explore apparent gender differences noted in some studies when parents have been trained in child management skills. Do girls and boys respond differently to parental authority?

b) For obese adolescents (over 12 years)

Many RCT’s have shown that BT may be effective in producing short-term weight loss in adolescents (Herrera et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2005; Saelens et al. 2002; Fullerton et al. 2007; Grey et al. 2004; Williamson et al. 2005; Johnston et al. 2007a,b; Savoye et al. 2007).

i) targeting adolescents

Unlike programmes targeting younger children, in programmes aimed at adolescents the behavioural components are often targeted at the adolescents themselves. Results from a variety of studies suggest that this approach may be beneficial in supporting the child’s weight loss and weight-related behaviours in the short-term. However, only Jiang et al. (2005) followed up beyond two years so the effects of BT on long-term weight maintenance in adolescents remains unclear. For instance, Saelens et al. (2002) compared a behavioural intervention aimed at adolescents with a standard programme without BT components. Whilst not significant, results showed that children in the intervention group showed reduced BMI z-scores post-treatment which were maintained at seven months follow-up. Appendix 4: (Table B.) outlines the behavioural skills taught to adolescents through the programme. Other studies have utilised similar techniques.

Other studies have reported positive changes in weight-related behaviours: a small pilot study of city schools, Grey et al. (2004) found children aged 10 -14 s in the behavioural intervention group had improved significantly in their dietary behaviours compared to those in the control schools.

Whilst behavioural interventions targeting adolescents have been shown to be beneficial, studies have shown that guidance and instruction is key, rather than expecting adolescents to independently adhere to the programme. In an instructor led group compared to one in which the adolescents followed a self-
help programme, results at six months showed that children in the instructor-led group had significantly greater weight reduction than the self-help group (Fullerton et al. (2008).

In another study Williamson et al. (2005) developed an internet-based behavioural intervention aimed at adolescents and whilst the structure of the programme tried to promote adolescent autonomy, there was a heavy emphasis on email communication from a clinical psychologist to provide the necessary counselling in behavioural components. Results showed that children enrolled on the programme lost more mean body fat in the first six months than the control children who did not receive the email counselling and were left to follow the programme independently.

**Key Points**

- Targeting adolescents in behavioural therapy interventions is effective in achieving weight loss in the short-term.

- However, whilst encouraging autonomy in the adolescent is important, targeted instruction and guidance from a trained professional is required rather than relying on individual motivation.

**ii) the role of the family in interventions targeting obese adolescents**

Very few family-based interventions for adolescents (where both parents and adolescents attend together and taught behavioural skills) were found.

Wadden et al. (1990) targeted 14 year old adolescent girls and their mothers in a behavioural intervention. The results indicated that girls seen separately from their mother and those seen with their mothers lost more weight than those where the mother did not attend. The key finding was that regardless of treatment group, the more sessions attended by mother, the more weight the daughter lost. As this study was designed for a very specific population, caution is needed when drawing conclusions. However, it points to the fact that as well the importance of parental involvement in programmes aimed at children aged under 12 years, adolescents also require parental support.

This was also shown in another study, with both adolescent boys and girls (Savoye et al. 2005) which compared a family-based behavioural intervention with a control group (no behavioural techniques taught). The results showed that adolescents in the family group decreased their BMI relative to control adolescents and this remained significant at six and twelve months post-intervention. Johnston et al. (2007a; b) compared a family-based intervention with a self-help programme for adolescents. Their results showed that children in the family group significantly reduced their BMI z- scores compared to the self-help group both at three and six months follow-up.

It is clear from these studies that whilst targeting adolescents for behavioural skills training, it is beneficial to deliver such programmes through an instructor or with a member of their family involved rather than in a self-help format where the adolescent has sole responsibility for their progress and learning. Williamson et
al. (2005) evaluating an internet-based behaviour modification programme for adolescents intended to increase their autonomy, reported that parental participation was positively correlated with child participation in the programme which was also positively associated with greater fat loss. The parental behavioural components incorporated into successful adolescent focused programmes used the same techniques utilised with younger children: coping skills training, emphasizing importance of parents as role models, stimulus control and reward that promoted improvements in health.

**Key Points**

- It appears that including parents in adolescent programmes is beneficial to weight outcomes.
- Outcomes are better when support from parents or intervention provider is offered compared to adolescent-focused self-help programmes.
- Although parental involvement seems important, it is unclear whether parents should be targeted with their adolescent or seen separately. However, some programmes have shown positive outcomes in the short-term for the role of BT in family-based approaches.
- The parental behavioural components incorporated into successful adolescent focused programmes used the same techniques utilized with younger children: coping skills training, emphasizing importance of parents as role models, stimulus control and reward that promoted improvements in health.

In light of such inconclusive evidence, the evidence from the review upholds the effective approaches recommended by SIGN 115 (2010) for supporting families of obese children in behaviour change.

**Box 4 Possible effective approaches for supporting families of obese children in behaviour change (SIGN 115 (2010) guidelines)**

- encouraging children and their families to make a small number of permanent changes in behaviour;
- developing an awareness of eating behaviour in the family, activity and parenting behaviours;
- encouraging the family to start monitoring their activity and exercise habits;
- use goal-setting, stimulus control, self-monitoring, rewards for reaching goals;
- problem solving as a family unit.

**3.3 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy**

Several studies utilised CBT techniques, however assessment was hindered by poor reporting of the CBT components. Only three RCT’s were found that convincingly described CBT components (Braet et al. 2000; Mellin et al. 1987; Duffy et al. 1993). Other studies utilising CBT techniques were not RCT designs
(e.g. Germann et al. 2006; Herrera et al. 2004; Knopfli et al. 2008). Furthermore others compared a standard programme encompassing CBT with one that promoted one aspect of CBT e.g. problem solving (Graves et al. 1988; Epstein et al. 2000), relaxation therapy (Warschburger et al. 2001). The variation in designs therefore makes comparisons and evaluation of the effectiveness of CBT on child weight outcomes difficult. Appendix 4: Table C outlines CBT techniques incorporated into an obesity treatment programme for 7-13 year olds.

**Key Points**
- CBT components are poorly described in most studies and the variation in study designs makes evaluation of the effectiveness of CBT on child weight outcomes difficult.
- CBT techniques adequately described in the few successful studies were: monitoring of negative thoughts, cognitive restructuring, problem solving and self-reinforcement.

### 3.3.1 Which CBT techniques are effective?

The lack of clarity in describing CBT components and the dearth of studies utilising CBT makes it difficult to evaluate its effectiveness. In addition, it is difficult to compare the effectiveness of CBT with other psychological approaches such as BT, due to similarities between techniques and/or overlap between them.

Duffy et al. (1993) compared a programme utilising CBT with one utilising BT and reported that significant reductions in percentage overweight occurred for children in both groups which were maintained at three and six months. In other words, one behavioural treatment was not superior to another. However, Herrera et al. (2004) comparing CBT with a BT programme and a control reported that the BT condition was superior to the CBT treatment. Unfortunately this study had no longer-term follow-up to see if these results were maintained.

**Key Point**
- There is inconclusive evidence to suggest which is superior - BT or CBT techniques.

There are a handful of studies that have attempted to compare a standard CBT programme with a programme emphasising one aspect of CBT such as relaxation training in an attempt to elicit whether such components are effective.

**a. Relaxation training**

Warschburger et al. (2001) compared CBT to relaxation therapy but reported similar improvements in percentage overweight in both groups.

**b. Cue exposure**

Braet et al. (2004) compared a standard CBT programme with one that promoted cue exposure. This included exposure sessions where participants were invited to bring in a food that they found particularly difficult to resist. They were then instructed to handle it and smell it as it is hypothesised that with long enough
exposure the craving for the food diminishes. In other treatment group children were taught to analyse emotional situations using cognitive techniques in order to equip themselves with coping strategies for the future. Results showed that children lost similar amounts of weight in both groups. Due to a lack of power it is impossible to conclude whether this lack of effect was due to the small number of participants or due to the programme components.

Key Points

- A lack of studies utilising CBT techniques hinders conclusions as to its effect on child weight loss
- In those studies utilising CBT techniques, a lack of description of the techniques hinders assessment of effectiveness of specific components.

3.3.2 At what age is CBT effective?
Due to a dearth of studies utilising CBT techniques, interventions targeting younger children and adolescents will be discussed together.

a) for obese children under 12 years
Only one study was found that utilised CBT techniques in a programme targeting children aged 8-12 years, and as in studies utilising behavioural therapy techniques in this age group, parents were the target for the behavioural skills (Munsch et al. 2008). The study compared a CBT programme for mothers with the same programme for mothers attending with their child. No significant differences were found in any of the outcome measures between groups and due to the study design it could not be concluded whether CBT was effective.

Appendix 4: Table D outlines the CBT components utilised with parents in this study.

b) for obese children over 12 years
These studies showed more favourable outcomes. Mellin et al. (1987) reporting on the SHAPEDOWN programme found adolescents treated with CBT had significant improvements in their relative weight and related behaviours compared with the control group at fourteen weeks and at one year follow-up. In an inpatient CBT-based programme, Braet and colleagues (2003) reported that children on the CBT programme lost more weight during treatment compared to controls. In another study three different delivery methods of the CBT programme were compared (individual treatment, outpatient and summer camps – see below for further discussion) with a control group and reported significantly greater weight reduction with CBT that did not differ between delivery modes.

All groups with CBT showed no further increase in percentage overweight at four and six years follow-up. Other studies not using RCT designs also showed positive outcomes: For instance, Knopfl et al. (2008) evaluated their CBT programme by a pre-post-test design and reported that all children on the programme lost significant amounts of weight by post-programme. The results also suggested gender differences as boys were shown to lose significantly more weight than girls. No explanation was offered as to why this was the case.
It appears then that CBT techniques taught to older children can be beneficial in promoting weight loss. However a lack of evaluation of the specific techniques employed hinders recommendations for application in practice. More research is required to understand the role CBT plays in treatment programmes and how it impacts on their behaviour change as well as the impact on boys and girls.

**Key Points**

- CBT techniques appear to be effective in supporting older children in their weight loss efforts. However lack of evaluation makes it unclear which components of CBT are effective in promoting weight-loss.
- Very few studies targeting younger children have utilised CBT.
- More research is needed into the evaluation of CBT techniques in obesity treatment programmes for children.

### 3.4 Effective methods of delivery

#### 3.4.1 The role of parents
From the evidence discussed above it is clear that involving parents in CWM programmes is key. For younger children it appears to be more effective to target parents separately to teach behavioural therapy and child management techniques.

For adolescents, although BT and CBT techniques targeted at them appear to be effective, the role of parental support in CWM programmes is important. However it is unclear at present whether parents and adolescents should be targeted together or separately.

#### 3.4.2 Pace of delivery of behavioural components
Studies have also evaluated other aspects of intervention delivery such as the pace of delivery of behavioural components. Epstein et al. (1998) have stated ‘that as behavioural therapy is designed to teach new behaviours, research showing differences in learning as a function of the interval between teaching periods may be relevant to scheduling of treatment sessions’. However, results remain inconclusive.

For instance, Senediak & Spence (1985) compared the effectiveness of the speed of delivery of a standard behavioural therapy programme to families of obese 6-12 year olds. One group were given the programme more quickly than another group (eight sessions in four weeks compared to eight sessions over fifteen weeks). These groups were also compared to a non-specific control group. Results at eleven weeks showed that children in both treatment groups had more significant weight change than those in the control group, but there were no significant differences between treatment groups.
However, in another study Epstein et al. (1994) used a yoked design RCT to understand whether pacing a behavioural intervention to the pace of parents mastering skills was more effective than delivering the intervention regardless of whether parents had mastered the skills that had been taught. Results showed that children of parents who had mastered the skills before moving onto the next level showed significantly better weight changes at six months and one year follow-up than children of parents who received the intervention at standard pace.

It appears then that these two studies show conflicting results. However, it is unclear whether parents in Senediak & Spence’s (1985) study had mastered the skills being taught before being moved onto the next stage of the programme. Epstein and colleagues’ study shows the benefit of pacing an intervention to participants’ speed of learning. Whilst it is not clear whether parents had actually mastered the skills they professed to possess, it maybe possible that parents felt more self efficacious in coping with their obese child and putting strategies in place to help them with their weight loss.

Key Points

- Checking learning and adoption of behavioural skills as the intervention progresses and setting the pace of delivery accordingly may have more beneficial outcomes than simply delivering a programme over a set number of weeks. i.e. flexibility is key.

3.4.3 Settings

Interventions were delivered within a range of settings. Some were conducted within academic settings (universities attached to a hospital) for research purposes (e.g. Epstein’s studies) often with specifically trained health professionals such as clinical psychologists or social workers, trained in CBT or BT techniques. Therefore ability to make general conclusions from results is limited due to difficulties in implementation within healthcare facilities commonly hindered by lack resources, limited access to specifically trained and motivated staff (Caprio 2006).

The most common setting utilised in studies outside the academic arena were outpatient clinics (e.g. Reinehr et al. 2003; 2009; Munsch et al. 2008) or GP clinics (e.g. McCallum et al. 2007; Flodmark et al. 1993). Others provided more intense treatments in inpatient settings which will obviously be more expensive to provide (Braet et al. 2003; 2004; Warschburger et al. 2001; Knopfli et al. 2008) and summer camps (Braet et al. 2000; Gately et al. 2007). Two studies utilised the internet (Doyle et al. 2008; Williamson et al. 2005), however participants needed access to a home computer which reduces universal application of such a programme as those without computers are prevented from participating. Additionally, such a programme still requires a trained professional to provide email support offering counselling in behavioural techniques. Other programmes used school as the setting for the programme (e.g. Fullerton et al. 2007; Johnston et al. 2007a;b; Jiang et al. 2005; Kalavainen et al. 2007) however it was unclear how the programme fitted into the standard school timetable. Regardless of the
setting, programmes still required a trained professional to run the behavioural component of the intervention.

Braet et al. (2000) compared the delivery of a standard CBT programme in different settings. Children either received individual treatment, group treatment in an outpatient clinic or attended a residential summer camp. These groups were compared to a control group. Results showed that children in all groups showed significant weight loss at post-treatment, which was maintained to at least six months follow-up. However, no significant differences were observed between treatment groups. Whilst this is only one study it could be suggested that setting of such programmes does not impact on intervention success and therefore settings could be chosen for convenience for planners and commissioners. However, although not specifically evaluated, the involvement of appropriately trained staff appears to be significantly responsible for the success of the programmes.

Key Points

- A variety of different settings have been utilised effectively to run interventions that have shown positive outcomes on child weight status.
- The involvement of appropriately trained staff in programme delivery is key.

3.5 Longer-term effectiveness of programmes on weight maintenance.

The studies in this review have shown that interventions including BT and CBT components have resulted in short-term improvements in child weight status, however evidence from longer-term follow-up, over two years is limited. Some studies report a significant decrease in weight by post-programme, but a gradual regaining in weight through follow-up. For instance, Braet et al. (2003) reported on their in-patient CBT programme that whilst all children in the treatment group lost weight compared to the control children, by the end of treatment BMI had increased by six months and fourteen months follow-up. Williamson et al. (2005) reporting on their internet-based behavioural programme for adolescents stated that whilst adolescents in the treatment group lost more mean body fat than those in the control group during the first six months, this weight loss was regained over the next eighteen months and by two years there was no difference in body fat between controls and treatment groups.

3.6 Adherence to programme – children and parents

One issue that hinders evaluation of programmes is a lack of adherence to the treatment programme by participants. For instance Doyle et al. (2008) measured adolescents’ adherence to their 16 week internet-delivered obesity treatment programme. They found adherence dropped over the course of the four months of treatment and this hindered their evaluation of whether the lack of significant differences between intervention and control groups at four months was due to lack of adherence or due to an ineffective programme. The authors concluded that it is difficult to motivate adolescents over a longer period of time to continue
with their treatment. Indeed, in their process evaluation of an outpatient obesity treatment programme for morbidly obese adolescents, Germann et al. (2006) highlighted that the most successful adolescents were those attending on average about 50% more sessions over the year and were more willing to engage in the sessions.

Israel et al. (1990) highlighted the issue of parental adherence to behavioural programmes. They compared where the parent acted as a helper to their child’s weight loss attempts with where parents were targeted for their own weight loss. Results at six months indicated that parents in the helper role were more favourable to their child’s weight outcomes but the difference between groups had disappeared at one year follow-up. This disappearance in effect may be attributable to the significant drop in parental involvement and adherence to their parental role during follow-up.

**Key Points**

- Although weight-loss is achievable in the short-term, most participants regain weight over the longer-term
- Adherence to programmes is important however strategies to motivate parents and children to continue in their behaviour change efforts are required.

### 4 Telephone interviews with professionals delivering CWM programmes

In addition to the literature review, interviews were conducted with key providers of CWM programmes currently delivered in the UK – referred to as “participants” from now on. The principle aims were to identify specific knowledge and skills required by professionals to deliver the behavioural aspects effectively and identify any tools (resources, checklists, frameworks, and training) to facilitate delivery.

#### 4.1 Interview Methodology

The interview schedule (Appendix 5) and the list of potential interviewees were developed in consultation with the Expert Panel and the Project Steering Group at NHS Health Scotland. Telephone interviews were used due to time constraints. All but one of the contacts agreed to participate. The interview schedule worked well leading participants logically through the main points and taking between 30 and 50 minutes. Whilst much interesting and relevant data was collected it was felt that more in-depth information could have been attained by longer, face to face interviews or observations. Data was analysed by framework analysis.

### 5 Interview Findings
This section will provide background information on participants, programmes and the children/adolescents attending. It will then present the findings regarding behavioural therapies used, the staff delivering the interventions and participants’ recommendations for improvements.

5.1 The Participants
Six interviews were conducted. Participants’ backgrounds included medical paediatric services, clinical psychology, academic research, therapy/counselling and sports/exercise.

5.2 The Programmes
Seven UK CWM programmes were discussed (two participants were from the same programme). The following programmes are described below.

- The Traffic Light programme
- The SCOTT programme
- Watch It
- Mend (Mind, Exercise, Nutrition, Do it)
- Carnegie Weight Management Programmes
- Shine
- GOALS (Getting Our Active Lifestyles Started)

Six programmes are still running but one has been discontinued. Table 2 provides background information on the programmes.

Table 2 Programme background information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme number</th>
<th>Age of children / adolescents treated</th>
<th>Criteria for treatment (obesity level)</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>8 – 12 years</td>
<td>Over IOTF overweight range</td>
<td>Hospital and piloted in PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>2 – 15 years. Two versions: Under 7s and 7 and over.</td>
<td>Full version 98th percentile and above “Light” version – overweight but not obese</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>5 – 18 years. Two versions: 5 – 11 and 12 to 18</td>
<td>91st percentile and above</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>2 – 13 years. Three versions: 2-4, 5-7 and 7–13.</td>
<td>2-4 years – any size. Others; overweight or obese</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>2 – 17 years. Four versions: residential camp (8-17), day camp (7 – 17), clubs (2 – 17), web (all)</td>
<td>Residential camp (above 95th percentile) Day camp (above 91st percentile). Clubs (above</td>
<td>Variety: Residential and day camp, clubs (community) and internet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most programmes are community based, meeting in leisure centres, community/children’s centres or schools out of hours sessions. P6 is set in the community despite being a tier three service and treating morbidly obese adolescents. One programme was set in a hospital but has been discontinued. P5 is located in a variety of settings; one version is in the community (clubs), two as camps (day or residential) and one on the internet.

Different versions of core programmes are evident. Most frequently, younger and older children are treated separately (P2, P3, P4) whilst other programmes are split by setting (P5) or initial assessment (P6). P5 has a number of versions in different settings. These are designed to be “modular”, for example, a very obese child may attend the residential camp, then move onto the club programme in their community and use the web for support. Alternatively clients can just utilise one version of the programme. P6 utilises a stepped approach. Adolescents are assessed and then directed either to the standard twelve week programme, a six week version (if their level of commitment is unclear) or for counselling / therapy if their needs are particularly complex. This latter group would then continue onto the standard version of the programme.

5.3 Description of CWM Programmes
Programmes varied in length and intensity of contact. See Table 3. It is difficult to compare ‘amount’ of contact as some programmes include physical activity in their sessions whilst in others it is additional.

Table 3 Programme length and intensity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Number of sessions</th>
<th>Physical Activity: included in sessions or additional?</th>
<th>Session length</th>
<th>Overall programme length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Additional</td>
<td>1.5 hours</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Full version: 10 sessions Light version: 6 sessions</td>
<td>Additional – referred to local services</td>
<td>30 - 60 minutes</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>16 core sessions then optional</td>
<td>Additional – referred to local authority leisure services</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>4 month core then optional to 1 year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>10 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Residential / day camp – 2 to 8 weeks full time. Clubs – 12 sessions (3.5 hours</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Clubs - 3.5 hours</td>
<td>Clubs - 12 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three programmes follow a 'one phase' model (P1, P4, P5 (clubs)). Session numbers vary from six to twenty and take between ten weeks and six months. Some include physical activity in these sessions whilst others treat these as separate.

The other main model is for a more intense phase followed by a reduction in intensity (P2, P3, P6, P7). P7’s core programme is 18 weekly sessions then monthly sessions up to one year. P3 and P6 have an initial core phase with weekly sessions (four and three months respectively) then there is the option of additional sessions up to one or two years in total. In the case of P6 this leads to a formal qualification equivalent to a GCSE. The reason for this structure is to help prevent relapse. It was emphasised that whilst shorter programmes may lead to initial weight loss there is a tendency for weight to be regained, however with regular contact/weighing this could be picked up and addressed.

5.4 Children / Adolescents Attending
CWM programmes are attended by children/adolescents from two to eighteen years. Most programmes treat both children and adolescents (P2, P3, P4, P5, and P7) but others are more specific; P1 treats 8-12 years and P6 10–17 years. Most programmes take both overweight and obese children/adolescents but two only take those that are obese (P6, P7). One programme takes very young children (age 2 – 4) regardless of their size.

5.5 Social Economic Status (SES) and Ethnicity
The most important determinant of clients’ SES and ethnicity was felt to be the areas in which the programmes were located. Most participants felt their clients broadly reflected the area’s population, although one pointed out that this could not be proven without further research. This participant did have evidence however that the programme was equally effective for children/adolescents from high/low SES and BME/non-BME individuals.

With regards to SES two programmes had been set up in more deprived areas to tackle inequalities (P3, P7). Others operated in more diverse areas and as such their clients’ SES varied. Some participants felt the relationship between SES and obesity was not as straightforward as previously thought. One participant had noticed more affluent families now attending. This was felt to be because of increased numbers of families with both parents working, leading to children snacking more after school and eating more fast food in the evening as parents lacked the time to cook.
With regards to ethnicity, one programme had recently successfully trialled holding separate sessions for girls and boys of Pakistani origin. This was due to discovering that the times of their sessions (clashing with prayers) and their mixed gender groups were deterring some Pakistani families from enrolling.

5.6 Complex needs
The complex needs of some of the children/adolescents attending was highlighted by some participants. Three programmes said they were able to include those with learning difficulties and disabilities (P2, P3, and P6). Having one-to-one sessions or being able to limit the size of the groups assisted in this. P6 emphasised the importance of being able to include children/adolescents with complex medical needs or those with self-harming or behavioural difficulties.

5.7 Programme Format

5.7.1 Family involvement
All programmes aim to involve families or parents. A few emphasised they were 'very very family based' with the emphasis not just on changing the child’s lifestyle but also the parents, ‘they’re not just coming along for the ride’ (P1, P2, P7). P7 for example weighed all attending family members and expected them to make lifestyle changes. Others expected parents to support their child but not necessarily make changes themselves. A couple of programmes encouraged the wider family, i.e. aunties, uncles, siblings, grandparents and anyone else who was significant to the child to attend.

Most programmes insisted on at least one parent or carer attending with their child. Some exceptions exist, for example P2, P3 allow older children (adolescents) to have some or part of the sessions alone if all agree. P6 hold a different viewpoint. They had found that some parents would not attend with their child, which could be because the child was caring for their parent or the parent had, for example, drink problems. It was felt unfair to exclude these adolescents. In addition as their clients were adolescents they wanted to ‘respect their wishes’ and many did not want their parents to come to groups. Parents were invited and strongly encouraged to come to certain sessions but if they did not come, the adolescent could attend alone. This fitted with the overall organisation of P6 that included having a young person’s management committee who were directly involved with the running of the programme. P5 ran a residential camp so, by its nature, children/adolescents were apart from their parents. Efforts to involve parents were evident; they attended the first day of the camp and were kept in contact by weekly phone calls and reports. Parents were expected to help children activate their lifestyle plans at home, e.g. finding basketball classes for them if they had enjoyed that at camp.

A lack of engagement by parents from disadvantaged families was mentioned by P3 and P6. One programme has found that maintaining parental commitment over time is difficult due to their other priorities. The latter said that engaging with parents from disadvantaged areas was ‘very very hard’. It was felt that they did not understand the seriousness of their children’s obesity. On a positive note it was felt that the adolescents could become agents of change in their parent’s home.
5.7.2 Parents and children – separate or joint sessions?

Whether parents and their children were treated together or separately varied by programme and activity. The majority of programmes held mainly joint sessions (P2, P3, P4, P5(club)). Two programmes also expected parents to participate in physical activity sessions with their children (P5, P7). They felt it was important for role modelling and not to do so would ‘miss a trick’. They emphasised that adults may be nervous initially but they ultimately found it useful. Some however, whilst having joint sessions for nutrition and behaviour change, held separate physical activity sessions (P2, P3, P4). One participant felt there was often an unhealthy relationship between the parent and child when physical activity was concerned. They felt the child gained more confidence and enjoyed it more apart from their parents.

Other programmes held mainly separate sessions for the parents and children (P1, P6, P7). ‘They all attend together but we find children pay a lot more attention, are a lot more responsive without their parents. So majority of sessions now, we do parents in one room and children in another. Do same sessions but adapted for age.’ (P7). Uniquely P2 start their programme by parents attending alone, children then join their parents for subsequent sessions.

5.7.4 Group vs one-to-one

Whether children/adolescents and their parents attended group or one-to-one sessions again varied by programme. P1, P4, P7 tended to be group based whilst P2, P3 were essentially one to one. For P5 it varied by area. P6 assessed the adolescents first, if they had complex needs one-to-one sessions were offered first before joining a group. Advantages for both group and one-to-one approaches were cited by participants.

Groups were felt to offer parents an opportunity to learn from each other ‘they have a rich vein of experience in how to run or be a family’. It was felt that parents started to understand they had the same problems as others. Group physical activity sessions for children helped them feel safe and not ridiculed. Groups were felt to encourage parents to suggest changes themselves rather than be dependent upon the programme deliverer. It was also felt that groups minimised the fear of being judged by a professional.

One-to-one sessions on the other hand were felt to offer ‘another layer of support’. One programme provider said that it meant they could ‘get to nitty-gritty of problem solving more rapidly’. If children had complex emotional or mental health issues it was often felt better to address these one-to-one. Such sessions were also felt to encourage families to attend who may lack the confidence to come to a group. On a more practical level, in sparsely populated areas one-to-one sessions meant people did not have to travel long distances or wait for a group to start.
5.8 Behaviour Change Approaches

5.8.1 Theories / models
Participants were asked which theories or models their programmes were based on. It became evident that a wide variety of theories were utilised. Three programmes mentioned Solution Focused Therapies (P3, P4, P7), two mentioned Learning Theory – adapted from Epstein for UK (P1, P2), Transtheoretical Model of Change (or The Stages of Change) (P2, P6) and Social Cognitive theory (P2, P7). One programme each mentioned Motivational Enhancing Technique (P3), Psychosocial Interventions (P6), Self-determination Theory (P5) and group based experiential learning (P4). Multiple theories or models were used by some programmes. One participant made the point that programmes should not be limited to just one theory, instead it was about taking the learnings from all those that were appropriate.

5.8.2 Behavioural Therapy Techniques
Participants were asked to list spontaneously some of the behavioural therapies they used. These included; monitoring, goal-setting, rewards, stimulus control, response substitution, problem solving, social support, motivational interviewing, role modelling, relapse prevention, reinforcement and contingency management. This is not a definitive list – in a recent audit one programme concluded 28 types of techniques were used in their programme. It was felt that a large number of techniques were needed as every family/child has different needs and responds to different approaches.

Most participants said that the behaviour change techniques and strategies were integrated into their programme 'the entire programme is behavioural' (P3). Some techniques were specifically taught (for example goal-setting) whilst others were embedded in how the programme was run, for example role modelling - staff were trained to act as role models by for example tasting different foods and being active.

Goal-setting was discussed in some detail. It was felt to be valuable by a number of programmes 'without a doubt' (P7). P3 felt that goals plus rewards enhanced motivation. It was thought however that there was a need to focus on concrete behaviours and choices rather than weight loss. The way in which goals were set and how much freedom the children / adolescents had in choosing their goals varied. Some programmes set long term goals for the children/adolescents, e.g. all clients had the same goals regarding being active for one hour a day/eating only one red food a day/less than two hours per day of screen time. Others 'guided' the children or adolescents. They would go through their monitoring forms with them, suggest options and the children/adolescents would then choose.

One programme had previously allowed families more freedom but felt they struggled to come up with SMART goals. P7 emphasised that the adolescents had to have ownership of their goals, so although they would help them ensure they were SMART, the adolescents had ultimate responsibility 'we enable them to make all their own health choices'. A common theme that emerged was how difficult it was to get families to set and keep to their goals. It was also often
frustrating for staff to facilitate them. P7 said how it was a challenge to keep families focused because the programme encouraged very gradual goals but families often wanted to move on rapidly. Additionally it was difficult for families to appreciate the long term benefits of the programmes as they wanted to see rapid results.

Participants emphasised that they did not have evidence of effectiveness of specific techniques. The ones mentioned as probably effective included monitoring, although it was pointed out that families found it ‘boring, so it was difficult to keep them focused’. Another participant mentioned stimulus control, e.g. not keeping food in house as appearing to work. Visual tools, for example demonstrating portion sizes, were also mentioned.

Relapse prevention was perceived as a very important issue. It was felt that whilst behaviour change was often achieved during the programmes, sustaining changes afterwards was more difficult. Additional sessions or increased links to the community have been introduced by some programmes.

5.8.3 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)

About half the programmes have CBT aspects. P5 and P6 use cognitive tools for cognitive restructuring. CBT techniques are integral to P6 where adolescents with complex needs have counselling with CBT therapists before joining the programme. P7 said their staff had CBT experience. Other programmes highlighted the importance of addressing emotional mental wellbeing before embarking on lifestyle changes. One participant felt their programme would be improved with more CBT skills.

5.8.4 Overall Effectiveness

A strong theme emerged that programmes were felt to be effective 'as a whole'. Participants were confident their programmes worked. However participants did not feel it was possible to identify which elements were most successful or effective, it’s ‘difficult to unpick’ (P1). Participants said that there was a lack of evidence and that it varied between clients ‘we’re a long way from being able to identify which elements work best – it depends on the child – different children respond to different aspects’ (P5). One participant felt programmes could possibly be streamlined but they would not know which elements to remove.

5.9 Staff Delivering the Interventions

5.9.1 People delivering behaviour change

Two distinct types of programmes emerged regarding the type of people utilised to deliver the behavioural interventions. One type (P1, P2, P6) use highly skilled staff (e.g. clinical psychologists, dieticians, family therapists or nurses). In one programme the staff were volunteers – they were employed elsewhere but worked free of charge for the CWM programme, thus keeping costs low. The other type of programme uses lay people trained specifically to deliver the programme (P3, P4, P5). These could be parents, community workers, leisure centre receptionists or graduates in a related area. One programme kept the criteria open but currently it is professionals that are involved in the delivery (P7).
The programmes that utilise professionals tended to emphasise the complex
needs of children/adolescents and their families, and as such they required highly
skilled people 'because of the nature of some of the young people we work with
and the complexity of some of the psychological issues that they’ve got,
predominantly we’re run by nurses and therapists' (P6). It was mentioned that in
some cases young people had disclosed that they had resorted to food because
they were abused and wished to make themselves unattractive 'you need people
that are skilled in managing that'.

The programmes that employed lay people felt they had a number of advantages,
mainly related to the relationship they could build with a client. It was noted that
clients felt on a more equal level with lay people and they did not feel they were
being judged. Some participants mentioned that previously clients had felt
medical staff had acted in a 'superior' way with them and had a tendency to 'tell'
parents what to do rather than guide them. It was noted however that there had
been a paradigm shift recently, and more recently qualified dieticians were
trained in behavioural change techniques.

The issue of training professionals compared to lay people in behavioural change
techniques was discussed by a few participants. One felt it was sometimes easier
to train lay people than professionals as the latter were at times reluctant to re-
think how they practice and had a tendency to view the training as 'just another
training course'. If lay people are used to deliver interventions the point was made
that they need good resources and thorough training (see later). Additionally care
needs to be taken to exclude anything in the programme that could cause harm
to clients.

5.9.2 Key skills / qualities

The majority of participants (regardless of whether they utilised lay people or
professionals) emphasised that the most important attributes of those delivering
the interventions was their personal qualities 'it’s the personal qualities that can
make something life changing' (P3). Their ability to empathise with the families
and children and be able to build rapport was seen as critical. They needed to be
friendly, able to work with people and have good communication skills. It was also
emphasised that they needed to be non-judgemental and have a non-
pathological view of obesity. Many felt that these qualities were innate and could
not be developed or addressed in training. Instead it needed to be a key element
of the recruitment criteria.

Experience of working with families and with groups was identified as helpful, but
it was felt this could be addressed in training. Many said they were not too
worried about knowledge as this could generally be trained or included in
resources provided as support.

One note of caution was raised by participants from the more professional led
model. They felt that lay people could be trained to deliver basic interventions.
However they felt therapy or counselling experience plus training in behavioural
modification was essential for more complex or extreme cases.
5.9.3 Support
Support structures for staff varied. One 'lay person' programme offered very structured support. Trainers were 'part of a team' and had access to a psychologist, dietician and paediatrician. In addition, regular weekly and monthly supervision sessions were held. In another lay person programme staff had access to programme managers and regional meetings. Some programmes that operated as research projects offered on-going support from the people who had developed the programme. In relation to ‘trainee’ placements, trainees were provided with weekly mentorship and sessional reviews and ongoing monthly clinical supervision.

5.9.4 Training
Programmes offered a wide range of training packages;
- One week training plus weekly and monthly supervision (P 3)
- Two days training plus on-line seminars and workshops throughout the year. Manual to work from (P4)
- 450 hours training forming a vocational certificate in weight management. Consists of a five day course then twelve weeks on job training, followed by reflective practice sessions (P5)
- Trainee placement scheme; five day advance training followed by year training on the job (P6)

Those using more experienced staff (e.g. family therapists or clinical psychologists) tended to have less structured training programmes. Instead training would be given as required.

A strong theme emerged that there is a clear need to make sure people are trained properly to use the techniques and to monitor quality of delivery after the initial training.

5.9.5 Key Issues
- Recruiting children/adolescents onto programmes is a key issue. There is a feeling that parents do not understand the consequences of their child’s weight. Currently there is a lack of awareness of services amongst professionals in other areas (e.g. teachers / school nurses).
- Engaging with parents from low social groups is ‘very, very difficult’.
- Relapse was acknowledged as a common issue and participants highlighted that there was a tendency to move towards offering brief interventions in order to address this. In addition there was agreement that it was important to identify relapse early and intervene.

Staff related issues
- 'Skills gap'; there was a consensus that currently there is a lack of people specifically trained in obesity related behaviour change skills. Health professionals are often not very well equipped and may lack basic skills in addressing behaviour change.
- Quality assurance of delivery was needed. It was felt that whilst it was known techniques do work, the quality of delivery can vary.
5.9.6 Participants’ Recommendations

- Awareness of programmes needs to be raised. Professionals such as school nurses / PE teachers need to be encouraged to refer in.

- Relapse prevention. Systems need to be in place to prevent relapse.

- Inclusiveness. Programmes need to be accessible to those with learning difficulties / disabilities or complex emotional needs.

- Complexity of issue. It was highlighted that obesity is very complex area and the psychology of it must not be underestimated.

- A variety of services are needed. It was felt that there was no one ‘ideal’ programme. ‘One size won’t fit all’ as different children / families have different needs. Many participants emphasised that choosing one ‘type’ of programme does not make sense. People want a range of options.

- Three participants suggested a tiered approach. For those children / adolescents that are more obese or have more complex needs an intense programme run by highly trained staff is provided. For those that are less obese or have less complex needs a ‘brief intervention’ style programme may be adequate, potentially run by less skilled staff. It was noted that skilled people would need to make the initial judgement.

- Skills gap. There is a requirement for more people who can deliver behavioural modification. Plus more knowledge is needed about who the best people are to deliver, and how best to train and support them.

Key Findings from interviews

- Programmes varied in their format and their delivery methods. Some were group based, some one to one. Some separated parents and children, others did not. They were based on a variety of theories. It was felt that all could be effective and each different format had its own advantages and disadvantages. One universal model was felt to be inappropriate, instead a range of options were needed.

- Many similar behaviour change techniques were used. Participants felt that whilst they worked “as a whole” it was not possible currently to isolate particularly effective strategies.

- CBT was less universally used. Potential for more programmes to incorporate CBT aspects.

- Two models of staff delivering interventions were identified. Some used professionals – felt to be necessary for more complex or extreme cases. Others used lay people - their main advantage was in the relationship they could build with children and their families.

- Personal qualities were critical for staff. They needed to be able to build a rapport, empathise and be non-judgemental.
• A ‘skills gap’ was identified. There was a need for more, well trained staff to deliver behavioural interventions specifically for child obesity.

• Idea of a ‘tiered service’ was suggested in which children and their families would be assigned to interventions appropriate to them.

6 Discussion

Seventy-four papers consisting of twelve reviews, seven qualitative studies and fifty-five papers from fifty intervention studies were included in this review. The evidence base is limited and the findings from many of the intervention studies have limited universal use owing to the following: sampling and design issues; the majority of research in the field has been conducted in motivated, middle class, Caucasian populations; differences in terms of study design (particularly intervention comparisons), often BT and CBT components were included but there was lack of standardised definitions for BT and CBT in the studies reviewed which resulted in techniques being misinterpreted and misapplied; quality (particularly sample size and power) and the range of outcome measures.

Most studies reported beneficial effects of the intervention on child weight outcomes from baseline to end of intervention or follow up. However due to the lack of description of BT and CBT components and the lack of evaluation of the specific components it is difficult to state which specific techniques and strategies have an impact on effectiveness. It is also unknown whether it is the synergistic effect of a number of components together, i.e. a ‘package’ that ultimately has an effect on outcomes. However, we have tried to counter the limitations by conducting stakeholder interviews with providers of CWM programmes currently delivered within the UK. The review has also attempted to draw out implications for practice and recommendations for further research in order to strengthen the evidence-base in this area and contribute to the effective delivery of CWM programmes.

6.1 Implications for Practice

Despite the above limitations, the review of evidence has highlighted that interventions that included BT and to an extent CBT components were effective in short-term child weight-management. Therefore the review findings together with the evidence from the interviews have generated the following implications for practice to be considered;

a) Behaviour therapy

Although a lack of evaluation of specific BT components makes it difficult to conclude which are the most effective techniques, successful CWM programmes have incorporated the following BT techniques as a ‘package’: self monitoring, stimulus control, goal-setting, reward for reaching goals and problem solving. The interviews with programme providers also indicated a range of BT techniques were employed. Practitioners considered it important that a range should be available in order to choose appropriate techniques that could be matched to individual needs. Additionally a range of strategies would allow families to select
according to preference thereby empowering them to decide on which behaviours they wish to change.

b) Cognitive behaviour therapy
A lack of studies utilising CBT, including a lack of description and evaluation of specific CBT techniques, prevents conclusions as to its effectiveness on child weight. There are limited studies demonstrating effectiveness in the use of CBT techniques in younger children. However it was shown that targeting adolescents in behavioural interventions is effective in achieving weight loss in the short-term but the lack of evaluation makes it unclear which components of CBT are effective. CBT techniques adequately described in the few successful studies were: monitoring of negative thoughts, cognitive restructuring, problem solving and self-reinforcement.

The interview findings indicated that although about half of the programmes included CBT techniques in their programmes such as cognitive restructuring, practitioners considered that more use should be made of these in the future. In one programme CBT techniques including cognitive restructuring appeared integral where adolescents with complex needs could have counselling with CBT therapists before joining the programme. Other programmes pointed to the importance of addressing emotional and mental wellbeing before embarking on lifestyle changes. However it was noted that the majority of programmes delivering CBT aspects did so via experienced or trained staff.

c) Age of child and role of parents
i) Children under 12 years
Successful programmes targeting parents of younger children have utilised the following BT techniques: monitoring of their child’s intake and activity, identifying their child’s problem behaviours, goal-setting, rewarding appropriate behaviours, praise, role modelling, positive social reinforcement, strategies to cope with resistance and contracting.

The review evidence indicated that parental involvement was shown to be beneficial in all CWM programmes for younger children. The evidence indicated that teaching parents problem-solving skills appears beneficial to their child’s weight loss efforts. In programmes for younger children, teaching parents child-management skills was also effective. The role of general parenting skills to complement lifestyle behaviour-focused skills training appears promising, but needs to be further evaluated.

Interview findings indicated that practitioners considered effective techniques to be monitoring and stimulus control. They also relied greatly on goal-setting as a BT technique but had discovered that families found it challenging to set effective (SMART) goals. Therefore training practitioners on facilitating families to set effective goals for behaviour change is recommended.

ii) Adolescents (over 12 years)
Despite programmes encouraging adolescents to increase their autonomy it was clear from the evidence that adolescents require targeted support from those that deliver programmes rather than be left to follow self-help programmes by
themselves. It was also clear that parents also had an important role to play in providing support, and therefore their involvement in CWM was key. The parental behavioural components incorporated into successful adolescent-focused programmes used the same techniques utilised with younger children: coping skills training, emphasizing importance of parents as role models, stimulus control and reward that promoted improvements in health.

iii) The role of parents
It appears from the evidence review and interviews that including parents in CWM programmes is beneficial to weight outcomes across all age-groups. However it is unclear whether parents should be targeted with their child / adolescent or seen separately. The interview findings revealed that programmes were utilising a mixture of approaches for different reasons. The difference was apparent in exercise sessions within programmes. Some programmes felt that separate sessions for parents and children should be offered because it was perceived that the child felt better able on his/her and therefore it was more enjoyable. On the other hand practitioners felt that when parents and child exercised together, the parent was acting as a role model.

Therefore there is a need to acknowledge these differences in the level of parental involvement when developing and delivering CWM programmes. It is highly likely that the level of parental involvement will vary with age and developmental stage and therefore a flexible approach is required.

d) Delivery methods and approaches
i) group-based vs one-to one
No studies have compared group-based sessions to individual counselling sessions. However the interview findings indicated that in practice both approaches were used. It was felt the advantage of groups was that it provided support from participants who were experiencing similar situations together. However the advantage of one-to-one sessions was that it provided another layer of individualised support which was particularly helpful in addressing children with more complex issues, rather than in a group-setting environment.

ii) settings
Many of the included studies were run from a specialist obesity clinic within a hospital setting however a few were set in out-patients, with others community-based such as summer camps and schools. There was no difference in effectiveness between settings and therefore the recent growth in community-based interventions should allow for improved access to a wider target group than the existing in-patient and out-patient hospital or university–based programmes. However, it was noted that delivery of the BT and CBT components was often by trained and motivated staff and therefore this has implications for general use of findings and practical application. Therefore, although it is possible to deliver behavioural interventions across a range of settings, the success of programmes is dependent upon appropriately trained staff in behaviour change techniques and strategies.

iii) staff skills
Findings from the interviews highlighted a list of common core skills that were felt to be essential in those delivering CWM programmes which consisted of critical personal qualities including communication skills and ability to engage or empathise with the families and the children. It was clearly evident from the interviews that a set of core skills and qualities required in staff who deliver CWM programmes had emerged consisting of empathy, able to establish a rapport, friendly, able to engage, able to work with people and charismatic. Many felt some of these qualities were innate and could not be developed or addressed in training. The need to be non-judgemental and have a non-pathological view of obesity was also identified, including enthusiasm for the field of obesity and its management. Furthermore interpersonal skills including the social and emotional competencies which are required to work in this sensitive area are also key requirements.

The evidence also highlighted that staff need to be cognisant of behaviour change models and processes so that potential for behaviour change is maximised. This also included flexibility in programme delivery and skills in identifying the appropriate pace of delivery of programme components so that sufficient time is given to embed new behaviours before introducing further change. It is suggested that these aspects of programme delivery should be addressed through training.

iv) staff training and recruitment
A major issue highlighted was around the development of a skilled workforce for delivery of CWM programmes.

Whilst the evidence from the literature showed that delivery of the behavioural components was by specialist trained professionals, the interviews highlighted that delivery of CWM currently being delivered with the UK involved both professional and lay staff. However, although there was support for the role of lay people in delivery of CWM programmes, some participants felt it was critical that staff had therapy or counselling experience plus experience of behavioural modification (professional model programme). It was felt that although lay staff could be trained to deliver basic interventions there was uncertainty regarding whether they would be able to address more complex needs. It was noted in the interviews that health professionals were often not very well equipped or lacked basic skills to address behaviour change. It is apparent that training is key and particularly so for delivery of behavioural approaches. The interview findings highlighted that staff training and support was offered by all programmes however the length, content and resources used were varied with no evidence of a standardised training package.

The main difficulty raised by participants was around recruitment of appropriate staff for delivery of CWM programmes. There appears to be a skills gap around a lack of people who can deliver behavioural therapy techniques, which may partially account for the slow progress in addressing the prevalence of childhood obesity. It is key if we are to develop and retain an appropriately trained workforce that recruitment, training, on-going support and continued professional development are considered for those involved in the delivery of CWM services.
v) **weight relapse**
The review indicated that most programmes showed effectiveness in child weight outcomes in the short-term, however weight was often regained over the follow-up period. A barrier to effectiveness of behaviour change components in CWM programmes, highlighted in the interviews, was the issue of relapse of behaviour resulting in regain of weight. To address this there appeared a tendency to move towards development and delivery of short courses or brief interventions to supplement the initial programmes. In addition, practitioners felt that there is a need to modify perceptions and view childhood obesity as a long-term condition. However, for short courses to be effective it was important that the issue of relapse was identified as soon as it occurred so that it could be addressed before regression.

vi) **quality assurance**
In order to maintain positive outcomes, staff also need to ensure participants attend and adhere to the programme and are trained in motivational techniques. Sustaining involvement of parents is key as studies have shown that when this reduces, weight is regained in the child. However from a delivery aspect, the practitioners felt that the behavioural techniques selected for inclusion in the programmes were known to work, however it was recognised that the quality of delivery was variable and in addition to appropriate training and level of support for staff, quality assurance mechanisms were required to ensure that programme components were delivered as intended. This may be a consideration for programme planners/commissioners and service leads.

vii) **recruitment issues**
Another issue raised by practitioners was the difficulty in recruitment of children and adolescents into programmes. They suggested that there was a need to train professionals, in particular school nurses and PE teachers, to raise general awareness of the availability of services including knowledge of referral mechanisms.

viii) **inclusivity - a range of CWM programme options**
The interview findings suggested that commissioners of CWM services want to deliver one service/programme whereas a range of options is required if we are to be successful in addressing childhood obesity. Some participants suggested a tiered approach, rather than one programme for everyone. For more obese and/or those with more complex needs, a more intense programme run by more highly trained staff. For less obese cases, to offer a 'brief intervention' style which may be run largely by lay community workers. Although this model has potential to work it still requires skilled people to make a judgement about the appropriate level of intervention in the first place. It was commonly mentioned in the interviews that obesity was a complex issue and that the psychology of it must not be underestimated, however most felt that the complexity was often ignored. Additionally the issue of inclusivity was raised through the interviews as not all programmes were accessible to those with learning difficulties/disabilities for a variety of reasons. One reason for exclusion of this group may be the lack of appropriately trained staff.
6.2 Recommendations for further research

In light of the limited quality of the literature a number of recommendations to improve the quality of evidence can be made:

a) **Standardise definitions of BT and CBT components**

The literature review highlighted that behavioural components were sometimes misused/misapplied and/or poorly described, which made comparison and evaluation of effectiveness difficult. Therefore authors of studies should consider standard definitions and provide better clarity and description of BT and CBT components incorporated in programmes.

b) **Evaluate the specific BT and CBT components**

The majority of programmes reviewed focused primarily on the process of weight loss and did not evaluate the process of behaviour change or the specific components that contributed to it. Evaluation of specific components would contribute to the development of effective CWM programmes.

c) **Evaluate effective strategies to engage parents and maintain their on-going support and motivation**

It appears from the evidence review and interviews that including parents in CWM programmes is beneficial to weight outcomes across all age-groups. However it is unclear whether parents should be targeted with their child / adolescent or seen separately. Evaluation of the level of parental involvement according to age and developmental stage is required, as well as exploration of strategies to maintain their motivation in supporting their child.

d) **Evaluate the potential role of including parenting/child management skills in CWM behavioural programmes**

Further evidence is required to understand whether it is more beneficial to teach parents child management skills specifically tailored to lifestyle factors of diet and physical activity, or whether simply teaching them general parenting skills, i.e. becoming more authoritative parents, is sufficient to positively effect their child’s weight loss efforts.

e) **Utilise psychological health measures to assess impact on dietary restraint, self-esteem and body image**

The studies reviewed included a range of primary and secondary outcomes. It is relevant to also mention that despite the majority of studies reviewed having a primary outcome measure as the child’s weight loss, it was widely advocated in the literature that focussing on weight loss in childhood obesity treatment programmes may actually hinder longer-term weight maintenance. Indeed, Braet et al (2000) highlighted that too much focus on weight loss could cause the development of dietary restraint, often associated with the onset of eating disorders. Whilst few studies included measures of disordered eating, one RCT comparing a CBT programme with a control programme for children aged 12-17 years (Doyle et al. 2008) reported greater increases in dietary restraint, and less improvement in shape concerns and eating disorder attitudes amongst intervention children at follow-up compared to controls. This effect occurred despite intervention children showing significant reductions in BMI z-scores, between baseline and post-programme, compared to controls.
Due to a lack of studies utilising psychological health measures it is unclear whether other programmes caused such negative effects. What is clear however is that programmes would benefit from a more lifestyle-focused approach, where children and parents are taught about the benefits of balanced diet and exercise and encouraged to change behaviour through use of behavioural approaches, rather than focussing on weight loss per se. Indeed in the majority of studies showing positive outcomes on child weight status, the focus of the programme has been on utilising behavioural techniques to make lifestyle changes related to diet and exercise behaviours rather than on calorie restricting diets and exercise primarily for weight loss. This latter point should also be noted by research commissioners when setting expectations for primary outcomes for future research into addressing childhood obesity.

f) Design programmes with longer-term follow-up
Whilst studies showed short-term effectiveness in terms of weight-loss, few studies had longer term follow-up. Many reported that children had regained weight, and therefore studies with up to two years follow-up would help in the evaluation of long-term effectiveness. In addition weight-loss should not be the sole focus of programme effectiveness. Indeed practitioners felt that perceptions should change and childhood obesity should be viewed as a longer-term condition. Therefore other outcome measures such as lifestyle behaviour change and weight maintenance should be considered.

g) Evaluate which behaviour change theories are effective in CWM programmes
Recommendations for effective programmes include that they should be underpinned by behavioural theory or a theoretical framework but this was not well described in the literature. However the interview findings with practitioners indicated that all currently delivered CWM programmes were underpinned by theory and a variety of theories were cited. It is however, still unclear which theories are the most effective.

h) Evaluate staff training and interpersonal skills
Currently there appears to be a lack of knowledge about who the best people are to deliver CWM services and what are the best training packages, including resources available. One particular issue is if more lay people are going to be delivering CWM programmes, what is the best way of training and supporting them? Should clear boundaries be set for safe practice? Which interpersonal skills should be developed?

i) Evaluate a range of CWM programme delivery options and recruitment strategies
The review evidence included interventions involving mainly middle-class, Caucasian, motivated participants. However in practice programme providers felt that a range of programmes are required and clearly agreed that ‘one size does not fit all’. Therefore as a variety of behavioural programmes are required there is a requirement to evaluate models for effective service delivery options to address childhood obesity across the age groups, levels of complexity and disadvantage
and ethnicity. Additionally evaluation of effective recruitment strategies is also required.

**j) Evaluate approaches to relapse prevention**
The evidence from the review and the interviews showed that interventions utilising behavioural approaches were effective for weight-loss in the short-term, however most regained weight when behaviours relapsed. Providing on-going community support including short-courses or brief interventions to supplement the CWM programmes was suggested to address this issue. Therefore due to the relapse issues highlighted the efficacy of providing short-courses at opportune times requires evaluation.

**7 Conclusion**
Despite the above limitations, the review of evidence has highlighted that interventions that included BT and to an extent CBT components were effective in short-term child weight-management. Several techniques were recognised as being potentially useful and it has therefore been possible to produce evidence-based statements as to the effectiveness of various BT and CBT techniques for treating childhood obesity. The application of these techniques and approaches has been considered under the implications for practice. However a number of research recommendations have emerged from this study that aim to enhance the evidence base to further inform evidence-based recommendations on effective behavioural approaches for CWM programmes.

The findings from the interviews have supported and enhanced the findings from the review. Programmes are underpinned by a range of theoretical framework theories, utilise a variety of behavioural techniques targeted mostly at parents and apply the techniques according to perceived need.

It is clear from the wider evidence-base that a variety of programmes are needed to address childhood obesity. There is no 'ideal' programme and practitioners and researchers agree that 'one size will not fit all'. Due to the different needs of children and families, for service planners to select one programme does not make sense. A range of programmes are therefore recommended in order to provide the necessary flexible approach.

Additionally in terms of delivery, CWM programmes can be delivered across a variety of settings by a range of staff ranging from specialist professionals to lay people. However due to the complexity of obesity, including the complex problems experienced by obese children, the application of behavioural techniques requires appropriately trained and supported staff. Although a set of core qualities and skills have been identified for people in delivering CWM services it was agreed that complex issues required input from specialist professionals.

In light of the above findings it is recommended for planners to consider a tiered approach as part of a care pathway for CWM services. This approach would be offered for more obese and/or those with more complex needs, a more intense programme run by more highly trained staff. For less obese cases to offer a 'brief
intervention' style which maybe run largely by lay community workers with appropriate skills and training.

The initial assessment of children / adolescents will be required to be undertaken by professionals with appropriate expertise. As obesity needs to be perceived as a long-term condition and the issue of relapse is critical, it is suggested that on discharge from programmes, families should be sign-posted to a range of community initiatives to assist in maintaining behaviour change and a healthy weight. Such initiatives could be delivered via leisure or voluntary services and include structured physical activity sessions including dance, sports, circuit training, aerobics and drop-in centres for weighing and obtaining further advice and motivational support. Utilisation of existing services and facilities are recommended. However a through-put of families is required into this suggested care pathway and therefore referral options and processes should be made widely available, such as to the public for self-referral but also to medical staff, teachers, social services and leisure services staff. By providing a tiered approach delivered by appropriately trained staff for each level of service, the care pathway aims to offer a family-centred, flexible, long-term solution to addressing the management of childhood obesity within the UK.
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